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ABSTRACT
We have searhed for the pion deay pi+ → µ+X , where X is a neutral
partile of mass 33.905MeV. This proess was suggested by the KARMEN
Collaboration to explain an anomaly in their observed time distribution of
neutrino indued reations. Having measured the muon momentum spetrum
of harged pions deaying in ight, we nd no evidene for this proess and
plae an upper limit on the branhing fration η ≤ 6.0 ·10−10 of suh a deay
at a 95% ondene level.
PACS: 13.20.Cz, 14.60.Pq, 14.80.-j
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In 1995, the KARMEN Collaboration reported [1℄ on a `long-standing' dis-
repany between their measured and expeted time distributions of neu-
trino indued reations originating from neutrinos produed from pi+- and
µ+-deays at rest in the primary target of the ISIS faility at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory. Further evidene of events exeeding the expeted
exponential distribution haraterized by the muon lifetime and lustered
around 3.6µs after beam-on-target has sine been reported [2℄. The spe-
ulative explanation given in Ref. [1℄ was that the anomalous events ould
originate from the rare pion deay proess,
pi+ → µ+X, (1)
where X is a new massive neutral partile. From the time-of-ight (TOF)
information and the mean ight-path of 17.5m (inluding 7m of steel shield-
ing) the mass of X was dedued to be 33.905MeV.
Various hypotheses have been put forward as to the nature of the X-
partile. Barger et al. [3℄ suggest a mainly isosinglet (sterile) neutrino with
the dominant visible deay mode X → e+e−ν. In another paper, Choudhury
and Sarkar [4℄ onsider a supersymmetri solution where the X-partile is
the lightest neutralino and deays radiatively. Gninenko and Krasnikov [5℄
proposed an alternative proess to explain the time anomaly by introduing
the exoti muon deay µ+ → e+X . A reent experiment found no evidene
for suh a deay mode down to a branhing fration of 5.7·10−4 (90% .l.) [6℄.
The mass of X originating from deay (1) is very similar to the mass
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dierene between the harged pion and the muon, mpi+−mµ+ = (33.91157±
0.00067)MeV [7, 8℄. Thus, the resulting small Q-value makes it prohibitive
to look for suh a partile in `heavy neutrino searhes' from pions deaying
at rest [912℄. However, it has ertain advantages when looking at deays in
ight. The veloity of the deay muon is very similar to that of the original
pion, and hene, the momentum is well dened, pµ ≃ ppi · mµ/mpi. It also
follows that the energy-loss of the muon is almost equal to that of the pion.
Furthermore, the ight diretion of the muon diers only slightly from that
of the pion. Thus, a pion beam-line itself an be used as a spetrometer to
optimally separate muons of the deay (1) from both other beam partiles
and muons from the normal pion deay,
pi+ → µ+νµ. (2)
In addition, the pions an also be used to adjust the eletronis timing and
ounter thresholds for muons from deay (1).
Soon after the initial KARMEN publiation [1℄, several searhes were
undertaken to look for the rare deay (1) [1315℄. Using the high intensity
pion hannel piE1 at PSI and the deay-in-ight method, we were able to set
the most sensitive upper limit on the branhing fration
η =
Γ(pi+ → µ+X)
Γ(pi+ → µ+νµ)
(3)
of this deay at η ≤ 2.6 · 10−8 (95% .l.) [13℄. In order to improve on this
sensitivity, we performed a new experiment using a similar method with the
following improvements: (i) a better phase spae denition of the pion beam;
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(ii) a better phase spae denition in the muon spetrometer; (iii) additional
bakground suppression by using a new beam-line optis and an improved
vauum system with ative and passive ollimators.
Our new experimental setup, shown in Fig. 1, onsists of three main parts.
The rst part is the pion transport system from the pion prodution tar-
get to the end of the dipole magnet AEF51. Here, the ollimators FSH51,
FSH52, FS53, and ZBN were used to dene the pion phase spae entred at
150MeV/ with a momentum spread of 1.2% (95%). This entral beam mo-
mentum was hosen so that the TOF-information ould be used to optimally
separate pions from positrons and muons also ontained in the beam. The
seond part, between the dipole magnets AEF51 and ASL52, serves as the
4.5m long eld-free pion-deay region in whih about 42% of the entering
pions deay. With the proton aelerator operating at a beam urrent of
1.5mA, the pion deay rate was approximately 10
7
Hz in this region. The
ative ollimators V1V4 were positioned within the vauum system to sup-
press the bakground of sattered partiles originating from both before and
within the deay region. The nal setion, from the dipole magnet ASL52
to the ounter S3, is the momentum analyzing spetrometer. The ative
ollimators V0 and V5 were used together with the beam ounters S1S3
and the passive ollimator FS54 to dene the spetrometer aeptane suh
that only partiles with a momentum spread of 2.3% and divergenes similar
to those of the original pions were aepted. For normalization purposes, a
muon telesope in the deay region was used together with a proton monitor
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in the primary proton beam.
The experimental method involved rstly tuning the entire beam-line
aording to beam transport alulations using 150MeV/ pions. These pions
were then used to set up the eletronis timing and ounter thresholds. The
triple oinidene S1·S2·S3 of the beam ounters dened our trigger events.
In a next step, `deay muon sans' were performed by leaving the magnets
of the pion transport system at their original 150MeV/ settings while the
spetrometer magnets were saled in steps of 0.5MeV/ from 103.0MeV/
to 124.0MeV/. In this momentum range, muons from the normal deay
(2) of 150MeV/ pions have deay angles of about 255mrad and are not
aepted by the beam-line and the spetrometer. Muons from deay (1),
however, have a maximal deay angle of about 5mrad and are aepted by
the spetrometer. The sans were performed over this broad momentum
range in order to haraterize the bakground distribution over whih exess
events entred at pµ ≃ ppi ·mµ/mpi (i.e. 113.5MeV/) would indiate evidene
for the existene of deay (1).
The shape and position of the peak whih would be produed from deay
(1) were dedued from `pion sans' and `muon sans'. The `pion sans' were
performed by sanning the spetrometer magnets around 150MeV/, while
the `muon sans' were obtained by rstly saling the magnet urrents in the
pion transport system by a fator of mµ/mpi = 0.757 (i.e. to a momentum
of 113.5MeV/) and then sanning the spetrometer magnets around this
momentum. These sans were also used to test the magnet saling proper-
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ties. Deviations from linearity were found to be negligible for all but one
magnet. Here, the deviation was 1.2% and was aounted for in aeptane
alulations and magnet setting orretions.
Our data-taking proedure onsisted of `deay muon sans' in whih an
automated proedure was followed ensuring that for eah of the sans the
momentum settings were reproduible [16℄. At eah momentum setting, the
pulse-height and timing information of all beam and ative veto-ounters
were reorded event-by-event for a given number of protons on the pion
prodution target. To demonstrate our partile identiation ability, two-
dimensional TOF-distributions for events whih have passed initial timing
and veto uts are shown in Fig. 2. One an learly distinguish pions, on-
tained in the indiated timing box, from muons and positrons also present
in the beam. The andidate muon events from deay (1) are expeted to
be loated in plot (b) at the same loation as the pions in plot (a). These
muons are learly distinguishable from sattered muons as well as sattered
positrons and positrons from other deay soures.
Based on modiations that were made to our spetrometer aeptane
during the beam time, the data an be divided into four sets. For eah san,
the momentum spetrum of muons was obtained from the number of andi-
date events at eah momentum setting of the spetrometer. These andidate
events had to full the following timing and veto onditions: (i) their timing
must be onsistent with that of muons having been produed from pions in
the deay region and travelling with the veloity orresponding to the spe-
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trometer settings; (ii) they must not be aompanied by a orresponding hit
in any of the 22 veto ounters. With the veto uts, more than 90% of the
events passing the timing uts were rejeted. The data were then normalized
to the number of pion deays in the deay region. The momentum spetrum
of one of the sans is shown in Fig. 3.
In order to model the bakground, the entral points of the momentum
distribution were exluded while the remaining points were tted with var-
ious funtions suh as seond and fourth order polynomials. The best ts
were obtained with a general hyperbola whih has ve degrees of freedom.
Eah san was then tted with a Gaussian funtion simulating the expeted
distribution of muons from the hypothetial deay (1) together with the
bakground funtion. The width and the position of the Gaussian funtion
were determined from omputer simulations [16,17℄ using the pion and muon
san data disussed above. The height of the Gaussian together with the ve
parameters of the hyperboli bakground funtion were left as free t param-
eters. The branhing fration η, see eq. (3), was determined by weighting the
tted height of the Gaussian with the spetrometer aeptane whih was
determined from pion sans and beam transport simulations [16, 17℄.
The t to one of our sans is shown in Fig. 3 along with the eet one
would expet to see for a branhing fration of η = 5 · 10−9. No indiation
for the existene of the hypothetial deay (1) is evident in our data, f. also
Fig. 4. The expeted level of bakground events originating from the radiative
pion deay, pi+ → µ+νµγ, was obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation and
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is also indiated in Fig. 3. The remaining bakground is assumed to originate
predominantly from sattered partiles and small ineienies in the 22 veto
ounters.
The t results to η for our 28 dierent sans are displayed in Fig. 4. The
ombined ondene level of the ts to the 28 sans is 29% [16℄. The weighted
mean is η = (1.27±2.27) ·10−10. Our systemati unertainty was found to be
5% and aounts for spetrometer aeptane and the overall normalization
unertainties [16℄. Therefore, in order to obtain a onservative result, a fator
of 1.05 was applied multipliatively to both η and its unertainty whih yields
the branhing fration
η = (1.3± 2.4) · 10−10. (4)
Following the Frequentist's approah desribed in Ref. [7, 18℄, we nd an
upper limit of
η ≤ 6.0 · 10−10 (.l. = 95 %). (5)
This new upper limit is a fator of 45 lower than the previous limit [7, 13℄;
note that our sensitivity [f. eq. (4)℄, however, was inreased by two orders
of magnitude. The new result rules out the supersymmetri solution of the
KARMEN anomaly onsidered by Choudhury and Sarkar [4℄. Other solutions
in whih the X-partile is onsidered as an isosinglet (i.e. sterile) neutrino
onsistent with the KARMEN hypothesis are still possible down to a level
of about 10
−13
[3, 19℄. In a reent experiment [20℄, upper limits for η were
obtained between 10
−13
and 10−6 for lifetimes 10−10s≤ τX ≤ 10
−1
s.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1:
The beam-line onsists of three parts: (i) the pion transport system up to
and inluding the magnet AEF51; (ii) the pion deay region between the
magnets AEF51 and ASL52; (iii) the muon spetrometer from the magnet
ASL52 to the beam ounter S3. ASZ, ASY, ASL, AEF: dipole magnets;
QTH, QTB, QSL, QSE, QSK: quadrupole magnets; FSH, FS, ZBN: passive
ollimators; S1S3: beam sintillation ounters; V0V5: ative (sintillation
ounters) and passive (lead jaws) ollimators.
Figure 2:
Experimental TOF-distributions with the relevant bakground event types
(
∗
refers to sattered partiles). The upper plot (a) shows the situation when
the whole beam-line is set to aept pions of 150MeV/. Plot (b) shows the
situation for the entral momentum of a `deay muon san' (113.5MeV/).
The horizontal axes indiate the TOF of partiles from the prodution target
to the ounter S1 relative to the aelerator time struture of 19.75 ns. The
vertial axes indiate the TOF between the ounters S1 and S3. The events
in the box in (b) have the same timing as pions in (a), and thus may ontain
signal as well as bakground events. It should be noted that the number of
protons for whih the data were reorded is seven orders of magnitude higher
in (b) than in (a).
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Figure 3:
Experimental data of one `deay muon san'. The solid urve is the t to the
data (hyperbola plus Gaussian); the χ2 is 33.6 for 37 degrees of freedom. The
shaded peak indiates the expeted eet of the hypothetial deay (1) for
η = 5.0·10−9. The shaded band shows the expeted level of bakground from
the radiative pion deay, pi+ → µ+νµγ, within omputational unertainties
(±1σ). The minimum in the event distribution around 113.5 MeV/ arises
from the fat that at this momentum, muons from the normal pion deay
(2) have a maximal emission angle and thus a minimal hane to enter the
aeptane of the spetrometer.
Figure 4:
Results of the ts to the branhing fration η for our 28 sans. The weighted
mean for η is indiated by the solid line with the total unertainty (±1σ)
given by the dashed lines.
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